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23 August 2017 | Sending sparkles & smiles from the Colmant farm

Just released ! Latest Colmant Brut Reserve
NV
_________________________________________
Dear friends,

The release of a new vintage or batch of our Cap Classique is always accompanied
with a sense of nostalgia: every bottle is a reminder of the challenging, and
rewarding, Cap Classique path we have travelled, and are travelling still.

The Colmant dream is one born from stubbornness – a Belgian businessman with no
winemaking background insisting on making wine in a foreign country - but it is also a
dream which was fuelled by the will to make the best Cap Classique in South Africa.
At Colmant we followed this dream without compromise: we were the first commercial
winery in South Africa solely dedicated to the making of Cap Classique. Since our
beginning, in 2006, we have remained steadfast in this decision. It was a decision
accompanied with trial and error, but it is also one which has proved to be worthy of
celebration – along with a glass of our Colmant MCC, naturally.
Nowhere is the trials and jubilations of our Colmant journey more beautifully captured
than in our Colmant Brut Reserve – our ‘icon’ Cap Classique which spends a
minimum of 30 months patiently maturing in our cellar.

This maturation process – not unlike our journey at Colmant – takes time. The dance
between the fine lees and the wine is like a very slow waltz, that if prematurely
interrupted would ultimately result in the Colmant Brut Reservebeing completely
different in character. At Colmant we aren’t in the business of rushing this process to
make money…. Which is why this wine has been sold out from the farm for the bigger
part of 2017.
However, it gives me great joy to announce that the new batch of Colmant Brut
Reserve has completed its ‘maturation dance’ and is now available for purchase
again. I am particularly excited about this new release, as it is distinctly delicate, with
a powdery fine mousse – some of the finest I have tasted. It shows beautiful toasty
bread on the nose from the time in oak, while the palate reveals the fresh lemon-like
acidity our Colmant fans have come to expect.
In addition to this exciting release, we are also receiving this week a new container
shipment from Champagne. Therefore, we are again fully restocked with all our
imports, still available to you at impressively affordable prices.

As always, customers are welcome to select any bubblies of their choice to fill up their
boxes (including bottles from the Colmant Cap Classique collection).
There’s a free delivery to your doorstep countrywide for orders of 12 bottles
and more.
Orders for the limited release Colmant Brut Reserve is now accepted online viaby
visiting our online shop or directly from our cellar door. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity !
On my Colmant journey, this is one I am sure to celebrate!

Bubbliest regards,
JP Colmant
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